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SHORT INTRODUCTION

PSS_M blocks up the whole entrance to the gallery reflecting the colours of the 
frontdoor. An opening leads the spectator into a sluice to the exhibition.
PSS_M investigates the relation between mental preconceived expectations to 
art versus the following concrete experienced reality. The project discusses on a 
concrete level the conventional subject-object-context relation.

The approach to the installation PSS_M comes from structures of 
computergames, e.g. 1st-shooter but also filmic spaces, eg. THX 1138 by George 
Lucas and David Lynch’s psychological spatial constructions.
Another significant source of interest is science fiction literature, eg. R.A. 
Heinlein, Stanislav Lem and J.G.Ballard.

AVPD work within a cultural interdisciplinary field where we unite artistic, 
architectural, scientific, sociological and urban knowledge of the topics: “Man-
Machine-Space”.We create meta-architectures where the perception of the 
spectator is twisted and a new experience of space occurs. In our works, we try to 
rethink the triangle constellation of the human being, the artwork and the room 
in between. We’re interested in how space affects the spectator’s perception and 
psychological emotions and how s/he motivates her/himself to grasp the space in 
a cognitive or emotional way.



Human beings are constantly defining themselves 
in terms of space, mentally, socially and physi-
cally. Humans are spatial animals. Convention-
ally speaking, the relationship between humans 
and space is defined in terms of the human being 
as the subject in the context of space. In this 
sense space is static and defined by its constant 
geographical location over extended periods of 
time. In this conventional structure the machine 
is an object, operational within a given space. In 
some hybrid interfaces of space and machine, 
mobile spaces have been defined but these are 
still characterized by their rational, predictable 
and comprehensible movement patterns. Under 
normal circumstances, humans move on the basis 
of a given motivation through various spaces while 
operating various machines.

The genre of Science Fiction can be regarded as 
a mental laboratory within which experiments 
operating at odds with conventional moral and 
ethic codes can be undertaken. Many of these 
experiments break with conventional attitudes 
to the relationship between space, humans and 
machines. In selected works of science fiction we 

have detected a particular interest in the influence 
of new spaces on a subject’s ability to navigate 
physically and cognitively.
In his novel “The Four Dimensional House”, the 
American author Robert A. Heinlein describes 
a four dimensional structure, which is hit by an 
earthquake and re-structures itself into a new and 
unknown space. This becomes particularly fas-
cinating when Heinlein includes human subjects 
in his space experiment and describes the way in 
which re-defined space influences and affects the 
subjects perceptively and cognitively.

In his modest novel “The Colony”, Philip K. Dick 
exposes his characters to a similar form of pres-
sure when a group of scientists in an underground 
space station are wiped out by an extra-terrestrial 
organism capable of replicating material objects. 
The organism copies everything in the space sta-
tion; instead of one microscope there are suddenly 
two identical microscopes, two light switches 
and two door mats instead of one. The surface 
and shape of these objects are identical with the 
original object but are markedly different in one 
important aspect. If the scientists at the space 
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station touch the extra-terrestrial copy they will 
be annihilated by it and die. This specific lethal 
duplication is a direct attack on the subject’s ability 
to navigate and distinguish between reality and 
virtual reality.

We also find a similar interest in redefining space 
in computer generated virtual worlds. Computer 
games are an example of the way a subject/person 
is exposed to an unfamiliar uncharted environment 
in which the subject must apply his/her visual 
and auditory senses in order to maintain his/her 
existence in this space. The spatial architecture of 
these games is often deliberately illogical in struc-
ture. E.g. in the games Marathon and Wolfenstein 
the subject is forced to rationally and intellectually 
re-orient perceptually and cognitively as  conven-
tional definitions of time and space are eradicated 
or altered. 
In the film trilogy The Matrix this is expressed in 
a scene where the main characters go in and out 
of doors in a corridor and at the same time move 
across the barriers of time and space.
In the world of computer games it is not absolutely 
necessary to project a realistic sense of space so 

there is freedom to create fictional fantasy spaces. 
In the three dimensional modeling of architects 
however, it is necessary to create as realistic an 
illusion of reality as possible. Computer games 
aim at creating as realistic a design as possible 
but often surfaces fall short of perfection due to 
the lack of computer graphic capacity so that the 
objects in these games often disintegrate into their 
parts, colored pixels, when viewed at close hand.
At the moment, our work takes as its point of de-
parture reflections on a number of fictional spaces 
from the world of science fiction literature, films 
and computer architecture.
We aim to weave the virtual experience and con-
struction principles together to form a series of 
new spaces, which on a perceptual plane connect 
haptic values to virtual forms thus making possible 
physical experiences in a virtual room.
This results in a synthesis of reality and virtual 
reality - a real virtual space.

Screen dumps from the 1st-shooter computer game Wolfenstein 3D
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VISUALIZATION
PLAN DRAWING
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ReadingRoom   Office   Exhibition space                Exhibition entrance
(permanent multipurpose room)     (placing of the PSS_M)



VISUALIZATION
THE MOVEMENT THROUGH THE CORRIDOR SYSTEM
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PSS_ReadingRoom  Office   Exhibition space               Entrance to the exhibition space
         > The yellow line marks the movement of the visitor through the corridor system of the PSS_M



VISUALIZATION
ENTRANCE TO GALLERY
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VISUALIZATION
URCAM TOWARDS THE COURTYARD

The outer wall towards the gate is defined - color-
wise - according to the camouflage system URCAM 
(Urban Camouflage).
It means that the wall pixels take the color from 
the concrete surroundings the same way a chame-
leon camouflages. Each pixel on the outer wall has 
one color.
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VISUALIZATION
FOUR CORRIDORS
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VISUALIZATION
CORRIDOR MIRRORING 
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VISUALIZATION
CORRIDOR MIRRORING 
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14VISUALIZATION
UNIFORMITY OF THE ROOM - EXAMPLES



VISUALIZATION
DETAILS
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VISUALIZATION
EXIT TO THE OFFICE
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VISUALIZATION
TECHNICAL BUILDING DETAILS
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Plaster-pixles
12,5 mm plasterboard
900 x 900 mm

Grid Space
- All pixel boards are mounted with a space of 1 cm, this way you can 
see the steel lath through the opening
 - In the vertical joint a steel band is mounted given the same effect 
as described above.

The ceiling is assembled in 1x2 & 1x4 pixel modules and are put up 
gradually as the walls are erected. this way they work as a distance 
measure and a support for the system.

R 45 steel laths

R 70 steel laths

SK 70 steel rail   

100 mm  steel band
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CONTACT

KIRKHOFF
Amagerfaelledvej 42
DK-2300 Copenhagen S

GALLERY +45 3295 4600

EMAIL  bk@kirkhoff.dk
WEB  www.kirkhoff.dk

AVPD
Laederstraede 15, 1th
DK-1201 Copenhagen K

STUDIO  +45 3393 6699

CELL
Aslak Vibaek +45 2812 2427
Peter Doessing +45 4036 2688

EMAIL  avpd@avpd.net
WEB  www.avpd.net
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